
AP English Literature and Composition  
Summer Reading Assignment 

 
Welcome to AP English Literature and Composition! This summer assignment will give you an idea 
of what we’ll be working to accomplish this year, and it will help to prepare you for the academic 
rigors ahead.  
 
Advanced Placement classes are designed to enrich a student’s current knowledge base, but they 
ultimately test a student on his/her acumen, as well. This assignment is designed to evaluate your 
current level of preparation and provide you with a “preview” of the expected course work. 

 
We will be reading How to Read Literature Like a Professor by Thomas C. Foster and The Handmaid’s 
Tale by Margaret Atwood. It is recommended that you read Foster’s book first. 
 
You will be responsible for annotating both books - the copies you received are yours to keep, so 
grab your favorite writing utensil and mark them up! Here are some examples of what I’m looking 
for... 
 
*Use sticky notes or notes in the book to identify major plot events. 
*Underline words that you are unfamiliar with or that seem important. If you need to look them up, 
jot down a quick version of the definition in the margin or on a sticky note. 
*Mark details about a character. 
*Identify and mark potential symbols and in the margin or on a sticky note write down a few ideas 
about what the symbols seem to represent. 
*Write down questions you have while you read. 
*Write down ideas or impressions that pop into your mind while you are reading. 
*Be on the lookout especially for literary devices! When you mark or highlight an example of a 
literary device, make sure you also jot down a couple of notes on how that literary device adds to 
the idea or point the writer is trying to convey to his/her readers. 
*Inside the front and/or back cover of the book, you might include: 

● A list of the major characters with a short summary for each and page references for key 
scenes or moments of character development. 

● A  list of themes, allusions, images, motifs, symbols, key scenes, plot line, et cetera, as you 
read (with page references). 

 
 
When all is said and done, you should have a minimum of 20 annotations per book.  
 
Additionally, you will be composing a five-paragraph essay which discusses three concepts in How 
to Read Literature Like a Professor and examples of those literary concepts from The Handmaid’s 
Tale. Make sure that you not only point out the example of the concept, but also how and why you 
believe Atwood uses it (what is the effect that she achieves with it).  



 
For example, you might choose to mention biblical allusions, of which there are quite a few!  The 
term "handmaid" is based on the Old Testament story of Rachel and her handmaid Bilhah, who had 
children for her, as she was unable to conceive. In this story, Rachel convinces her husband, Jacob, 
to impregnate Bilhah so Rachel can have children “through” her. The Republic of Gilead rigidly 
follows religious doctrines which strip women of their rights and freedoms. One effect of this 
reference in the novel is that women are made to feel that what they must endure as handmaids is 
not morally wrong, because it is in the Bible, which forms the foundation for law in this fascist, 
patriarchal society - so, they do as they are told. 
 
Your grade for this assignment will be broken down like this: 
 
Annotations for How to Read Literature Like a Professor 33 points 
Annotations for The Handmaid’s Tale 33 points 
Analysis Essay 34 points 

Total 100 points 
 
 
This assignment (all three components described above) will be due on the first day of 
school.  
 
Please be advised that there is a zero tolerance policy when it comes to plagiarism, as this is a 
college level course. If plagiarism is found in your essay, your resulting grade will be a zero for that 
part of the assignment, without a chance to redo for a higher grade. If you provide your work to 
another student to copy, both you and the person you provided your work to will be given a zero 
without a chance to redo for a higher grade. If you are unsure what plagiarism consists of, please 
refer to 
https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/using_research/avoiding_plagiarism/is_it_plag
iarism.html. 
 
 
If you have any questions or concerns while you are working on this assignment, please reach out 
to shelby.lowrey@bonhamisd.org or desiree.parker@bonhamisd.org.  
 
 

*Have a wonderful summer!* 
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